7o	PROBLEM OF IYPKS IN HtSTOKY
contents, It has this quality in common with the dream,
though the latter has of course strangeness and spontaneity
in a much higher degree.
The relation of the individual to his phantasy is very
largely conditioned by his relation to the tmronsnows in
general, and this in its turn is peculiarly milurnml by the
spirit of the age.   In inver.se ratio to the dq;irt« uf pro
vailing rationalism will the individual  he  more ur less
disposed to have dealings with the unconscious' iuicl itn
products.   The Christian   sphere, like every   completed
religious* form, undoubtedly tends  to snppres*  the  un-
conscious  in  the individual to   the   fullest   limit, (law
paralysing his phantasy activity.    In its stead, religion
offers  stereotyped symbolical   ideas   which  replace  the
individual unconscious,   The symbolical presentation* of
all religions are stages of unconscious* processes   in a
typical and universally binding form.    Religious tench inj*
gives, as it were, conclusive information concerning the
'Last Things' and the 'other world* of human tonseioys*
ness.   Wherever we can observe a religion at its birth,
we see how even the figures of his doctrine flow into
the founder as revelations, <*.£• as concretijuUuwH of bin
unconscious  phantasy.   The  forms   adiing  out   of  hi*
unconscious are interpreted as universally valid and thu.H
in a measure replace the individual phantasies of other**,
The evangelist Matthew has preserved for u» a fragment
of this process from the life of Christ i in the story of the
Temptations we see how the idea of kingship emerges
from the Founder's unconscious in the form of the devil
who offers him power over the kingdoms of the earth,    Had
Christ misunderstood the phantasy and taken it concretely,
there would have been one madman the more in the world.
But he refused the concretism of his phantasy and entered
the world as a King, unto whom the Kingdoms of hmvm
are subject   He wa$ therefore no paranoiac, as indeed the

